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Executive summary

This document provides information and guidance to NHS organisations on the Healthcare Travel Costs Scheme (HTCS), which replaces the current Hospital Travel Costs Scheme.

The main differences between the Healthcare Travel Costs Scheme and its predecessor are:

- Subject to a limited exception, patients referred by a doctor or dentist for non-primary care services under the National Health Service Act 2006 (including treatments or tests which would traditionally have been carried out in the hospital setting but are now provided elsewhere) are now eligible to have their travel expenses to receive such services paid for under the scheme, where they meet the eligibility criteria;
- Road and toll charges may now be reimbursed through the scheme.

This document is split into two parts that provide NHS organisations with information on:

- The legal requirements in relation to the administration of the HTCS scheme;
- Good practice guidance on how the scheme may be delivered, including details on eligibility criteria and best practice resources.
Introduction

This document provides information and guidance on the new Healthcare Travel Costs Scheme (HTCS). This replaces the Hospital Travel Costs scheme, following the commitment made in the White Paper, *Our Health, Our Care, Our Say*, to extend the scheme to:

“include people who are referred by a health care professional for treatment in a primary care setting, providing that they meet the existing low-income criteria.” (*Our Health, Our Care, Our Say* – section 6.68).

This document provides a clear framework for local decision-making that takes into account variations in geography and circumstance which can affect individuals’ needs for help with travel costs.

This document replaces the November 2007 HTCS guidance and is addressed to both NHS bodies and independent sector providers contracted by the NHS to provide services.

What is the Healthcare Travel Costs Scheme?

“Transport can be a barrier to accessing care. The Social Exclusion Unit estimates that 1.4 million people miss, turn down or simply choose not to seek health care because of transport problems.”

*White paper – ‘Our health, our care, our say’*

For some patients, travel to receive healthcare can present difficulties – the journey may be lengthy or complex, costly, or there may be poor access to public transport. In particular, patients on benefits or low incomes can find it difficult to meet the cost of travelling to hospital or other healthcare premises for treatments or diagnostic tests. This can widen health inequalities and potentially have serious consequences for the health of the patient.

HTCS was set up in 1988, as part of the NHS Low Income Scheme, to provide financial assistance to those patients who do not have a medical need for ambulance transport, but who require assistance with their travel costs.

Under the Scheme, patients on low incomes or receiving specific qualifying benefits or allowances are reimbursed in part or in full for costs incurred in travelling to receive certain NHS services, where their journey meets certain criteria.
Definitions of terms used in this document

HTCS is an NHS scheme, set out and governed by the provisions of the National Health Service (Travel Expenses and Remission of Charges) Regulations 2003, as amended. NHS organisations are responsible for its administration, but they will be supported in this by Jobcentre Plus offices and the Pension Service who will confirm patients’ receipt of qualifying benefits.

In this guidance, the term “provider units” refers to units managed by an NHS Trust, NHS foundation trust or Primary Care Trust, or a private unit under contract with the NHS to provide services, e.g. diagnostic and treatment centres or Independent Sector Treatment Centres.

For the purpose of this guidance, the term “patient” refers to an NHS patient.

"NHS travel expenses" means the travel expenses which a person necessarily incurs:-
(a) in attending any place in the UK for the provision of any services under the National Health Service Act 2006 ("the 2006 Act") (except primary medical or primary dental services) which are provided pursuant to a referral by a doctor or dentist (and which are not provided at the same visit and on the same premises as the primary medical services which lead to a referral for such services), or
(b) in travelling to a port in Great Britain for the purpose of travelling abroad in order to receive services provided pursuant to arrangements made under section 12 of, or paragraph 18 of Schedule 4 to, the 2006 Act (i.e. arrangements for the provision of services made by a PCT or NHS trust).

“NHS organisation” means, for the purposes of this guidance, Primary Care Trusts, NHS trusts and NHS foundation trusts.
The Legislation

This section sets out the legal obligations on NHS organisations in respect of HTCS.

HTCS is a mandatory scheme. The National Health Service (Travel Expenses and Remission of Charges) Regulations 2003 (“the 2003 Regulations”), as amended, place a legal requirement on PCTs, NHS trusts and NHS Foundation Trusts to pay the NHS travel expenses of eligible patients through HTCS. The Regulations also set out the eligibility criteria which are to be applied.

The 2003 Regulations set out what NHS organisations must do. Further guidance on how the requirements may be put into practice can be found in the good practice section of this document.

Full details of the regulations may be found on the Department of Health website at:

http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Managingyourorganisation/Financeandplanning/DH_075759

The role of NHS organisations and other provider units

Under the Regulations, when an eligible patient applies for the payment of his or her NHS travel expenses, the provider unit or health service body is responsible for:

• verifying the patient’s eligibility to receive payment of his or her NHS travel expenses;
• calculating the actual amount payable. In determining the amount of NHS travel expenses to which a person is entitled, the relevant provider unit must calculate this by reference to the cost of travelling by the cheapest means of transport which is reasonable having regard to the person’s age, medical condition or any other relevant circumstance. Where the NHS travel expenses incurred relate to travel by private car, the amount payable may include parking expenses, a mileage allowance, road tolls and charges, but excludes the London Congestion Charge; and
• making the payment.

Where a claim is made for the reimbursement of NHS travel expenses previously incurred, claims are submitted to the Prescription Pricing Division (PPD) of the NHS Business Services Authority using form HC5(T). Where the PPD is satisfied a repayment should be made they will inform the relevant provider unit (or the relevant health service body which commissions services from the provider unit, where the provider unit is not an NHS trust, NHS foundation
trust or PCT and is not contracted to make payments of NHS travel expenses). In the case of NHS travel expenses incurred in travelling to a port in Great Britain in order to travel overseas to receive services arranged by a health service body, the PPD will inform the health service body which made the arrangements that a repayment should be made. It is then the responsibility of the provider unit or the health service body, as appropriate, to calculate the amount payable in accordance with the 2003 Regulations and make the relevant payment to the patient.
Eligibility Criteria

Under the Regulations, eligibility for the full or partial payment of NHS travel expenses depends upon three conditions being met:

1. The patient must be:
   a) in receipt of one of the qualifying benefits or allowances specified in the 2003 Regulations (or in certain cases be a member of the same family as a person receiving a qualifying benefit or allowance), or
   b) be named on a NHS Low Income Scheme certificate HC2 or HC3 (or in certain cases be a member of the same family as a person named on a NHS Low Income Scheme certificate).

2. The journey undertaken must be made to receive services under the National Health Service Act 2006, which are not primary medical or primary dental care services, for which the patient has been referred by a doctor or dentist;

3. Where a doctor or dentist has provided the primary medical or primary dental services which lead to the referral for non-primary care services, those services must not be provided on the same visit and in the same premises as the primary medical or primary dental services which lead to that referral.

Where a patient is travelling abroad for treatment under the NHS a claim may be made for travel costs incurred in travelling to a port (including an airport, ferry port or international train station) in Great Britain from which an international journey begins. The costs of the patient’s travel from the port to the place of treatment fall within NHS foreign travel expenses and cannot be claimed through HTCS. NHS foreign travel expenses are travel expenses which a person necessarily incurs in travelling abroad from a port in Great Britain in order to receive services arranged by the NHS. A person will only be entitled to the payment of NHS foreign travel expenses where the health service body which has made the arrangements for services to be provided overseas agrees the mode and cost of travel and the necessity or otherwise for a companion before the costs are incurred.

A person who wishes to claim entitlement to payment or repayment of NHS foreign travel expenses must apply in writing to the health service body which arranged the services within 3 months of the expenses having been incurred or such further period as that body may for good cause allow.
### Qualifying Benefits and Allowances

#### Table 1 - Benefits providing automatic entitlement (as of 2008).

This means that no claim is required to be made to the Prescription Pricing Division (“PPD”) of the NHS Business Services Authority (“BSA”) which makes decisions on claims of entitlement to the full or partial payment of NHS travel expenses and issues notices of entitlement on behalf of the Secretary of State.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Benefit</th>
<th>2. Eligibility criteria</th>
<th>3. Entitlement covers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income Support (IS)</td>
<td>All patients in receipt of Income Support are entitled to payment of NHS travel expenses through HTCS.</td>
<td>Recipient, partner and any dependents for whom the recipient or partner is responsible including children and young people under 20 named in the award. Some children and young people will not be included in the IS award. These will be covered by Child Tax Credit (CTC). Escorts: Where deemed medically necessary by a doctor or other health care professional involved in the provision of services to a patient, the travelling expenses of escort(s) may also be claimed as part of the patient’s cost. Where children under 16 are travelling for treatment escort costs may be paid for a parent or guardian attending the appointment with the child.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Based Jobseekers Allowance (JSA (IB))</td>
<td>All patients in receipt of Income Based Jobseekers Allowance</td>
<td>Recipient, partner and any dependents for whom the recipient or partner is responsible including children and young people under 20 named in the award. If a child is no longer included, entitlement should be through Child Tax Credit (CTC). Escorts: as for IS above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Tax Credit WTC Child Tax Credit CTC</td>
<td>Patients who are receiving or are named on an award certificate for:-</td>
<td>Recipient, partner and any dependents including children and young people under 20 named in the award Escorts: as for IS above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) WTC with CTC; (b) WTC with a disability element or a severe disability element; or (c) CTC but is not eligible for WTC, provided that the relevant income of the member to whom the tax credit is made is not more than £15,050 on their award notice.]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension</td>
<td>All patients in receipt of Pension Credit -</td>
<td>Recipient, partner and dependents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Benefit</th>
<th>2. Eligibility criteria</th>
<th>3. Entitlement covers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Credit – Guarantee Credit</td>
<td>Guarantee Credit</td>
<td>Escorts: as for IS above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pension Credit - Savings Credit on its own does not automatically provide entitlement to assistance through HTCS. However, patients in receipt of this benefit may qualify for full or partial payment of their NHS travel expenses via the NHS Low Income Scheme (detailed below)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where patients are not in receipt of any of the benefits listed in table 1 but are on a low income, they may be eligible for assistance through the NHS Low Income Scheme. A person may be eligible for full or partial payment of their NHS travel expenses in the circumstances set out in the table below. The person will need to apply to the PPD on an approved form to claim entitlement and provide such evidence as may be requested in support of the claim. Where the claim to entitlement is successful, the PPD will issue a notice of entitlement to that person (which may include the claimant’s family members).
Other routes providing eligibility to HTCS

Table 2 – Other routes providing eligibility to HTCS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passport to support</th>
<th>Eligibility criteria</th>
<th>Entitlement covers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>People claiming on the grounds of low income</strong></td>
<td>Patients who are not in receipt of a qualifying benefit but are on a low income and whose savings are less than £16,000 (or £21,500 if in a care home) may be eligible for assistance with their NHS travel expenses. The calculation of a patient’s entitlement is carried out by the PPD. Where patients have not yet made an NHS Low Income Scheme claim they should be provided with the following for completion and forwarding to PPD: HC1 – assessment form HC1(SC) – assessment form if patient is in a care home or supported by Local Authority because they are 16 or 17 and have recently left Local Authority care HC5/HC5(T) – refund claim form If the patient has already made a claim but has yet to receive their certificate, they need only complete and forward the HC5. Patients who might not consider themselves to be on a low income should be encouraged to make a claim if their savings are below the current limits. Where successful, they will be sent a certificate showing how much they would be expected to pay for their travel per week and would be entitled to a refund of anything above this amount.</td>
<td>Recipient, partner and dependent children or young people under 19 whose names are shown on the notice of entitlement (known as a HC2 or HC3 certificate). Escorts: Where deemed medically necessary by a doctor or other health care professional involved in the provision of services to a patient, the travelling expenses of escort(s) may also be claimed. Their costs should be added to the patient’s costs and it is the patient’s income that will count, not the escort’s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Persons living permanently in a care home or accommodation provided by a local authority</strong></td>
<td>To qualify the claimant must reside in one of the following and have satisfied the authority that he is unable to pay for that accommodation at the standard rate or, as the case may be, the full rate:</td>
<td>Claimant only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Passport to support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eligibility criteria</th>
<th>Entitlement covers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- a care home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- residential accommodation provided by a local authority for persons aged eighteen or over who by reason of age, illness, disability or any other circumstances are in need of care and attention which is not otherwise available to them;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- residential accommodation for expectant and nursing mothers who are in need of care and attention which is not otherwise available to them.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Asylum seekers for whom support is provided under Part VI of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999

A person who is an asylum seeker for whom support is provided under Part VI of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999. This Part of the Act makes provision for support being provided for asylum seekers or dependants of asylum seekers who appear to the Secretary of State to be destitute or likely to become destitute.

(Destitution is measured by reference to a lack of, or lack of access to, adequate accommodation and food and other essential items)

Recipient and any dependents where a dependent is classified as someone in the UK who is:

- a spouse;
- a child of his, or of his spouse, who is under 18 and dependent on him

### Children of 16 or 17 being supported by a local authority

A child of 16 or 17 years of age who has been in local authority care and is being supported by a local authority under section 23B(8) of the Children Act 1989

Claimant only
Calculating Reimbursements

Where patients meet the three conditions set out above in Eligibility Criteria, the 2003 Regulations state that the amount of any NHS travel expenses to be reimbursed must be calculated by reference to the cost of the cheapest means of transport which is reasonable, having regard to the person’s relevant circumstances. Further information on the test of reasonableness is given in the good practice guidance section of this document.
Good Practice Guidance

The previous section set out the legal obligations on NHS organisations to pay NHS travel expenses to eligible patients in their area through HTCS.

This section provides additional good practice guidance and resources to assist NHS organisations in implementing robust processes to ensure the scheme is run effectively. It contains information on:

- roles and responsibilities;
- entitlement and eligibility;
- assessing the eligibility of the journey made;
- calculation of travel costs and appropriate modes of transport;
- payment procedures;
- financial processes;
- governance and fraud arrangements;
- publicity and information provision.
Roles and Responsibilities

In addition to the statutory requirements set out earlier in this document and to assist them in administering HTCS, NHS organisations should consider the following activities when implementing their systems:

PCTs should:

- promote the availability of HTCS to their local population
- ensure processes are in place to reimburse the costs of HTCS to provider units where services are not covered within the tariff;
- ensure processes are in place for making retrospective payments to patients where the provider unit does not have a cashier function;
- consult their local population on where additional payment points within the community should be located, and when they should be open to claimants;
- work with local authorities in the identification and development of local transport strategies.

Provider units should:

- appoint a senior manager or Board-level Director to take responsibility for reviewing and monitoring HTCS;
- develop and implement robust systems to deliver HTCS, including:
  - ensuring facilities are in place to pay NHS travel expenses immediately and in cash on the day of travel, at any time of the day;
  - ensuring that the cashier’s office and any alternative payment locations are clearly signposted and accessible to all patients;
  - ensuring that a robust process for providing advance payments to patients exists;
  - holding adequate supplies of HC1 and HC5(T) forms, and making these readily available to patients;
  - providing any support that patients may require with completing the HC1 or HC5(T) claim forms. They should promote the form completion service provided by the NHS Business Services Authority, which is available by telephoning 0845 850 1166;
  - providing information on HTCS to patients and the public
  - ensuring front line staff are aware of the scheme and how it is administered within the provider unit.
The eligibility of the patient

Provider units are required to confirm that a patient is in receipt of a qualifying benefit or eligible for assistance through the NHS Low Income Scheme. Table 3 below provides information on acceptable proofs of entitlement:

### Table 3 – Proofs of entitlement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit / Scheme</th>
<th>Proof of entitlement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income Support (IS)</td>
<td>Patients claiming IS should be able to present either:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An award letter from their Jobcentre Plus Office confirming their receipt of IS; OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any official correspondence that indicates entitlement to the named benefit on the day of the appointment, and dated within a three month period of the appointment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Based Jobseekers Allowance (JSA (IB))</td>
<td>Patients claiming JSA (IB) should be able to present either:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An award letter from their Jobcentre Plus Office confirming their receipt of JSA (IB); OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any official correspondence that indicates entitlement to the named benefit on the day of the appointment, and dated within a three month period of the appointment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Tax Credit</td>
<td>Patients should provide an NHS Tax Credit Exemption Certificate (this is a wallet sized plastic card). Where an NHS Tax Credit Exemption certificate has yet to be issued an award letter should be provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTC</td>
<td>In the case of dependents, an exemption certificate is not issued. However, the tax credit award letter will list the children included within the award and this should be provided as proof of entitlement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Tax Credit CTC</td>
<td>The award letter should be provided as proof of entitlement. This letter will detail the type of pension credit in payment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension Credit – Guarantee Credit</td>
<td>The patient should provide an HC2/HC3 certificate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS Low Income Scheme (NHS LIS)</td>
<td>Certificate HC2 provides: eligibility to a full refund of NHS travel expenses, and will show:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. the period of validity of the certificate (both start and end date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. the names of the people covered by the certificate (including any partner or dependants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Certificate HC3 provides: eligibility to partial or limited refunds of NHS Travel Expenses and will show:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. the period of validity of the patients entitlement (both start and end date);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. the names of the people covered by the certificate (including any partner or dependants).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both certificates will show the amount of NHS travel expenses that each patient is expected to meet in any one week (starting...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit / Scheme</th>
<th>Proof of entitlement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persons living permanently in a care home or accommodation provided by a local authority</td>
<td>An official letter from the local authority confirming their status as at the date the travel for healthcare was undertaken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asylum seekers for whom support is provided under Part VI of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999</td>
<td>An official letter from the Home Office confirming their status as an asylum seeker being supported under the 1999 Act as at the date the travel for healthcare was undertaken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children of 16 or 17 being supported by a local authority</td>
<td>An official letter from the local authority confirming their status as at the date the travel for healthcare was undertaken.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exclusions**

HTCS does not apply to:

1. Patients who attend an establishment to receive primary medical or primary dental services.

2. Patients who attend an establishment to receive non-primary medical services or non-primary dental services but who have not been referred for those services by a doctor or dentist (e.g. self referral).

3. Patients who have a medical need for ambulance transport – this is provided through the Patient Transport System (PTS), commissioned by PCTs. Patients eligible for PTS are those:
   - whose medical condition is such that they require the skills or support of PTS staff on/after the journey and/or where it would be detrimental to the patient’s condition or recovery if they were to travel by other means.
   - whose medical condition impacts on their mobility to such an extent that they would be unable to access healthcare and/or it would be detrimental to the patient’s condition or recovery to travel by other means.
   - who are recognised as a parent or guardian, where children are being conveyed.

4. Patients being transferred between treatment centres – the cost of transferring patients from one hospital to another, or to a clinic or nursing home, whilst their treatment remains the responsibility of an NHS hospital consultant should be regarded as part of their treatment costs. Similarly, the travel costs of patients sent home as either part of their treatment or to meet a hospital’s convenience should be regarded as part of their treatment costs.
5. Patients who discharge themselves from hospital at their own request – in these cases, assistance with travel costs is not provided.

6. Visitors to patients in hospital – visitors cannot claim their travel costs through HTCS. However, if the visitor receives one of the qualifying benefits they may be able to receive assistance in the form of a Social Fund payments. Further information on this assistance can be obtained from Jobcentre Plus offices. The links below provide information on social fund loans and contact details form local Jobcentre Plus office:

Social fund information

Contact details for Jobcentre Plus offices:

7. Private patients – HTCS support cannot be provided to private patients.

8. Overnight stays – payments through HTCS cannot be made to cover the costs of overnight stays. Where an overnight stay away from home is unavoidable, either because of the time of the appointment or length of travel required, and the patient is unable to meet the cost of this stay, the expense should be treated as part of treatment costs or met through non-Exchequer funds. This should be discussed with the relevant PCT before the overnight stay occurs.

9. Parents needing to stay overnight in hospital with their children - the benefits of encouraging parents to stay overnight with their children in hospital are generally accepted and most Children’s Departments will provide facilities for parents to sleep on the ward. No charge should be made for these facilities.

10. Patients receiving non-primary care services on the same visit and in the same premises as those occupied by the doctor or dentist who during that visit has referred them for that care in the course of providing primary medical or primary dental services. In these cases the patient has not made an additional journey outside of the journey undertaken to attend their primary care appointment and therefore reimbursement through HTCS is not appropriate.

11. The payment of NHS foreign travel expenses – patients travelling abroad for treatment arranged and paid for by the NHS may claim their necessarily incurred travel costs to a port in Great Britain under HTCS. However the payment of their travel costs necessarily incurred from this port to their place of treatment may not be paid through HTCS. These costs should be claimed through an application in writing to the health service body which
arranged the services within 3 months of the expenses having been incurred or such further period as that body may for good cause allow.

A quick reference guide on patient eligibility to HTCS can be found at Annex A.
The eligibility of the journey

Having confirmed the patient’s entitlement to assistance through HTCS, the provider unit is then responsible for confirming that the journey for which a payment is being claimed meets the necessary criteria.

Referral routes

Under HTCS, eligible patients can claim payment of travel expenses to appointments made to receive non-primary medical and non-primary dental services, where:

- they have been referred directly for that service by a doctor or dentist, and it involves an additional journey.

This is a major change from the Hospital Travel Costs Scheme where only patients receiving non-primary medical or non-primary dental services under the care of a consultant were eligible to claim travel expenses.

**Case Study 1a**
The OLD Hospital Travel Costs Scheme

Jane is on income support. Her GP makes an appointment for her to see a rheumatologist at her local hospital. At the appointment, the rheumatologist refers Jane to treatment with a physiotherapist at a local health centre.

John is on also on income support. He is referred directly by his GP to treatment with the same physiotherapist at a local health centre.

Under the Hospital Travel Costs Scheme Jane is eligible for reimbursement of travel expenses. John is not, because he is not under the care of a consultant.

**Case Study 1b**
The NEW Healthcare Travel Costs Scheme

Jane is on income support. Her GP makes an appointment for her to see a rheumatologist at her local hospital. At the appointment, the rheumatologist refers Jane to treatment with a physiotherapist at a local health centre.

John is on also on income support. He is referred directly by his GP to treatment with the same physiotherapist at a local health centre.

Under the Healthcare Travel Costs Scheme both Jane and John are eligible for reimbursement of their travel expenses to the physiotherapist.
Places of treatment

Patients entitled to assistance through HTCS may claim NHS travel expenses in respect of travel to receive non-primary care or non-primary dental services, regardless of where the treatment is carried out.

GP surgeries and community health centres

Where GP surgeries or community-based health centres provide non-primary care services, patients are eligible to claim payment of NHS travel expenses to these places of treatment.

The exception to this is where patients receive their treatment on the same visit and at the same location as the primary medical or primary dental services are received which lead to their referral for those non-primary care services.

Case study 2 – Receiving non-primary care on the day of a primary care appointment

Lucy is in receipt of Income Support and therefore qualifies for HTCS. She attends an appointment with her GP to discuss pains in her foot. The GP decides to refer Lucy for x-rays. The health centre where the GP is located provides x-rays on the premises and Lucy is referred directly to the x-ray department.

Although Lucy is eligible to assistance through HTCS and has been referred by her GP for her x-ray she is not entitled to claim travel expenses in this instance. This is because the x-ray was provided on the same time visit and at the same location as her GP appointment.

Accident and Emergency Departments

Patients entitled to assistance through HTCS are only eligible to claim the cost of their travel to an Accident and Emergency ward if the reason for their attendance is in relation to a pre-existing condition for which they are under the care of a consultant. Where patients attend A&E for any other reason they would not be eligible for assistance through HTCS for help with their travel costs.

Calculating travel costs

The 2003 Regulations stipulate that travel costs should be calculated based on the cheapest form of transport appropriate to the patient. Provider units should therefore check that the
costs of the patient’s travel are reasonable, taking into account that patient’s personal circumstances.

The “reasonable” test

The test of reasonableness should be based on the assumption that the patient should be able to reach their healthcare establishment in a reasonable time and without detriment to their condition. When assessing a patient’s claim, provider units should take into account issues such as:

- the distance that the patient has to travel;
- how long the journey has taken to complete;
- whether the patient has to make this journey frequently;
- the availability, suitability and accessibility of public transport;
- the medical condition of the patient;
- the age of the patient.

Claiming for others

Carers and Escorts

Where deemed medically necessary by the patient’s referring consultant, GP or another health care professional involved in the patient’s care, the travelling expenses of an escort (or escorts) may also be claimed as part of the patient’s travel expenses. Additionally, in cases where a child under 16 attends an appointment the travel costs of a parent or guardian escorting the child to its appointment may be paid. Such payments are made on the basis of the patient’s eligibility for the scheme irrespective of the escort’s eligibility. The actual travel costs should be assessed on the same basis as those of the patient.

Children and other dependents

People receiving a benefit providing entitlement to HTCS can also claim for travel costs where the healthcare appointment has been made for a child or other dependent, rather than for himself or herself. Such claims should be assessed in the same way as all other HTCS claims.
Modes of transport

Public transport and concessionary fares

Provider units should encourage the use of concessionary fares, for example for elderly people and for people with disabilities, off-peak fares and other promotions, where these are available and where they provide convenient links to hospitals and other places of care.

The Department of Transport has introduced free off-peak local bus travel for older and disabled people in England. From April 2008, a national concessionary fare scheme will be introduced to offer older and disabled people free off-peak travel on buses anywhere in the country.

Details on the Department for Transport’s aims to reduce social exclusion can be found at: http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/inclusion/se/socialexclusion

Case study 3 – Travel Cards

Sue receives Income-based jobseeker’s allowance, qualifying for HTCS. She recently saw an orthopaedic consultant about the pain in her knees, who prescribed an intensive period of physiotherapy to improve her mobility. This means a trip to the hospital every day for at least two weeks by train. Each return journey will cost £7.50, but the local transport company does offer a 5-day travel card at £25.50. She can’t afford either of these as her benefit covers her food and bills without leaving any surplus.

The hospital should give Sue an advance payment to purchase the 5-day travel card, as the cheapest means of travel. This has the dual purpose of being cost effective, and guarantees that Sue can attend every appointment without detriment to her financial situation.

Alternatives to public transport

Sometimes the use of public transport may pose difficulties in itself, for example where public transport is infrequent or where the patient may have to change buses or trains several times to reach the place of treatment. In addition, people may have health problems that make travelling on public transport difficult. The National Travel Survey (2005) identified that 8% of adults surveyed had a mobility issue that caused difficulty in travelling to their doctor or a hospital. Some patients may have health problems that are not so easy to see, such as a weakened immune system or fatigue. Provider units should consider these issues when assessing whether the travel costs being claimed are reasonable and make refunds for other forms of transport such as private motor vehicles and taxis.
Community transport and voluntary car schemes

Community transport or community car schemes provide transport for people who are unable to use, or have difficulty with access to, public transport and who are thus unable to make use of concessionary fares. Local authorities and community transport groups will be able to provide details of schemes available locally. Schemes do vary, in terms of both the population groups they serve, the area they cover and the rates that they charge. For example, some schemes set a fixed price per journey, whilst others charge a set rate per mile or rely on donations or voluntary contributions.

Provider units should reimburse people for the use of community transport/car schemes (excluding any annual “membership” fees charged by the scheme’s operator). Patients should ensure that they obtain a receipt from the driver for each journey made using this type of scheme.

Case study 4 – use of community transport schemes

Barney is a retired printer living in Shropshire. He receives Pension Credit Guarantee Credit, making him eligible for help via HTCS. His arthritis is getting worse so his doctor has arranged for him to see a rheumatologist. The local bus service runs to a neighbouring town, where Barney has to change buses again to get to the hospital. His arthritis means walking is painful and he finds it hard to stand at the bus stop for the 20 minutes until the connecting bus arrives. A local charity runs a voluntary car scheme, which will take Barney directly to the hospital and back home again after his appointment. They charge 20p per mile.

*In this instance, public transport is not feasible because Barney will not arrive in reasonable time, or in reasonable comfort. The journey will aggravate his arthritis and cause him considerable pain. The hospital should reimburse the cost of the voluntary car scheme. This is the best option for the patient, and it is likely to be cheaper to reimburse 20p per mile for a relatively local journey than two separate return bus fares.*

Private motor vehicles

Where a provider unit considers the use of a private motor vehicle is reasonable, they should pay the full estimated cost of fuel actually used in making the journey. Mileage rates for payments to patients using private motor vehicles are a matter of local determination and should be set by the provider unit or PCT. However, we expect mileage rates to be set at a level no lower than the advisory fuel rates specified by Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) for company cars.
Information on the current HMRC rates can be found by following the link below: http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/cars/fuel_company_cars.htm

With the introduction of Free Choice, patients may be referred to a wider range of healthcare providers. However, they will expect that HTCS be operated consistently between providers and across different areas. Strategic Health Authorities should work with PCTs and provider units to agree a consistent rate at which mileage claims will be paid, taking into account the HMRC advisory fuel rates.

If the provider unit feels that the use of a private vehicle was not reasonable and that the patient could have reasonably been expected to travel by public transport, they should reimburse the lesser of:

- The estimated cost of fuel actually used;
- The equivalent public transport cost.

**Case study 5 – use of a private motor vehicle**

Stephen is a young man with a history of recurrent respiratory infections. His consultant has referred him to the regional specialist centre for respiratory medicine.

Stephen drives the 75 miles to the specialist centre, taking on average 90 minutes. He is reimbursed 15p per mile and parking costs of £4. If he could not use his car, Stephen would have to catch a bus, then a train, then another bus. This would take around 3 hours and cost £24.

*At £15.25, using his own car is the cheapest way for Stephen to travel and the hospital are right to reimburse his mileage and parking costs. Not only would public transport be more expensive, but the hospital would be more limited in the appointment times that they could offer Stephen.*

**Car parking and toll charges**

Where the patient is being reimbursed for the cost of travelling in a private motor vehicle, the 2003 Regulations stipulate that they may also be reimbursed for car parking and road and toll charges. Under no circumstances should penalties incurred through illegal parking be reimbursed.
Congestion Charges

The cost of the London Congestion Charge cannot be reclaimed through HTCS.

PCTs and provider units in London, or those who refer patients for treatment or tests in London, should make patients aware of the Congestion Charging NHS Reimbursement Scheme, operated by Transport for London (TfL). The scheme enables patients using private transport for appointments in London to reclaim the cost of the congestion charge. The criteria governing this scheme are different to those set for HTCS.

Further information on this scheme, other exemptions and discounts is available at:
http://www.cclondon.com/exemptions.shtml

An information leaflet on reimbursement of congestion charges in London can be downloaded from:

Taxis

There will be occasions when a taxi is the only feasible form of transport for patients and provider units should be flexible about their use. They should not exclude the use of taxis solely on the grounds of expense, but should assess whether the use of a taxi is reasonable given that patient’s circumstances. A similar approach should be taken as to that with motor vehicles, with the provider unit assessing the patient’s requirements and refunding accordingly. The provider unit should base their decisions solely on the needs of the patient, not the needs of any accompanying escort, child or dependent.

It is good practice for decisions on the use of taxis to be discussed with patients prior to travel whenever possible, to ensure that they fully understand what will and will not be reimbursed.

Case study 6 - use of taxis

Jeff is a single 40-year-old man claiming income based Jobseekers Allowance; he has been referred by his consultant to a local hospital for some tests. Jeff lives in a rural area where transport links to the nearest hospital are poor – buses run intermittently during the day and Jeff would have to change buses and wait up to an hour at his connection point to reach the hospital. The journey in total would take up to 2½ hours.

Under the rules of HTCS the use of taxis should be considered where public transport is not appropriate. Due to the length of the journey and the constraints placed on the time Jeff would be able to attend appointments the use of a taxi would be appropriate.
Health Service Transport

In cases where health service transport is made available at a charge to patients, this charge must be reimbursed to those patients entitled to support through HTCS.
Paying the patient

Patients need to have a clear and easy-to-use process through which they can obtain any payment of NHS travel expenses to which they are entitled, in a way that suits their needs. This process needs to reflect the fact that illness and treatment can leave people feeling vulnerable and in need of greater support.

HTCS provides three acceptable payment methods for patients:

- at the provider unit on the day of travel (where a cashier’s service exists);
- retrospectively through a postal claim on form HC5(T);
- in advance of travel.

In general, provider units are responsible for paying patients their NHS travel expenses under HTCS where a payment is made on the day of travel or a payment is requested in advance (although where the provider unit is a private provider, it can be either the provider unit or the health service body which commissions services from the private provider which is responsible for making the payments). In the case of NHS travel expenses to a port to receive treatment overseas arranged by a health service body, the health service body which made the arrangements will be responsible for paying patients their NHS travel expenses.

Where payments are to be made retrospectively through the post it is the responsibility of the Prescription Pricing Division of the NHS Business Services Authority to confirm the patient’s eligibility and inform the provider unit (or, where the provider unit is not a PCT, NHS trust or NHS foundation trust, possibly the health service body which acted as the provider unit) that a refund of NHS travel expenses is due to the patient. It is then the responsibility of the provider unit (or in the case of travel to a port to receive treatment arranged by a health service body overseas and in certain cases where the provider unit is not a PCT, NHS trust or NHS foundation trust, the health service body which made the arrangements) to calculate the amount payable and to make payment. In the case of provider units which are not PCTs, NHS trusts or NHS foundation trusts, the responsibility for refunding NHS travel expenses to patients will depend upon the terms of the contract between the provider and the commissioning health service body. If the contract does not provide that refunds of NHS travel expenses will be made by the provider unit, then it will be the commissioning health service body (usually a PCT) which will be responsible for refunding a patient’s NHS travel expenses.

Verifying claims

NHS organisations should ensure that robust systems are in place to verify claims for entitlement to the payment of NHS travel expenses under the scheme. Where considering a claim, provider units should ask to see the following information:

1. Evidence of the patient’s entitlement to have their NHS travel expenses paid under HTCS (see Table 1).
2. Evidence that they have attended, or plan to attend an appointment at the hospital (e.g. an appointment letter or card)
3. Proof of travel (e.g. bus or train ticket, taxi receipt), or details of proposed travel methods.

Payment on day of travel at the provider unit

To claim a payment on the day of their appointment, patients will need to provide evidence of their entitlement (see eligibility section) and appropriate travel receipts. Where these requirements are met patients should be paid the appropriate cost of travel immediately and in cash.

Provider units should ensure that they have facilities to make these payments to patients as and when required, including ensuring that:

- the Cashier’s Office and alternative payment locations are clearly signposted;
- payment locations are accessible to all patients.
- patients have access to payments at any time during the day - either through the Cashier’s Office or through other arrangements outside of this office’s opening hours;

This last point applies in particular to those discharged from hospital and sent home when the Cashier’s Office is closed. Provider units should consider giving an identified post holder responsibility for ensuring that patients have access to payments and reimbursements whenever they are required.

Payments on the day of travel cannot be made at GP or dental practices. Patients attending these premises should use the postal claims option.

A quick reference guides for cashiers on payment procedures is available at Annex B.

Retrospective payments through the post

Patients who are unable to obtain payment of their travel costs when they attend for treatment, can make a claim up to 3 months after the date of their treatment using the HC5(T) refund claim form. The process to determine entitlement and make payment has two stages.

**Stage 1 – Determining the patient’s entitlement to assistance through HTCS on the date of travel**

HC5(T) forms are processed by PPD. Depending on the entitlement route claimed the form may initially be sent to either the patients’ local Jobcentre Plus office or the Pension Centre who dealt with their Pension Credit claim for proof of entitlement to be confirmed.

The claim is examined to determine if the claimant was entitled to help with their travel costs on the date they travelled and that the claim was received within the 3 month time limit.
Valid claims are approved and forwarded to the provider unit (or to the relevant health services body – generally a PCT - where the provider unit is not authorised to make payments, or where the patient is travelling to a port to receive arranged services overseas) to make a refund of any necessary NHS travel expenses paid, generally within 5 working days of receiving the claim form. The patient is also notified that their claim has been passed to the provider unit for them to consider the refund. Where the claim is invalid the patient is notified.

**Stage 2 – Determining journey eligibility, calculating the cost of travel and reimbursing the patient**

Upon receipt of an approved claim the provider unit or PCT (where the provider unit is not an NHS trust, NHS foundation trust or PCT and does not make payments or repayments of NHS travel expenses, or where the PCT has arranged services overseas in the case of NHS travel expenses to a port ):

- determines if the journey claimed is eligible for reimbursement under the HTCS;
- calculates the appropriate cost of travel for reimbursement;
- reimburses the appropriate cost to the patient.

Patients using this option should be made aware that this process may take several weeks.

A quick reference guides for postal claims is available at Annex C.

**Advance payments**

Patients on low incomes or benefits may not have ready access to the money required to travel to their healthcare appointment, which can be a significant barrier to accessing healthcare. In such cases, an advance payment may be more suited to their needs than a retrospective payment. This issue was highlighted as a major concern for patients in the HTCS consultation. Therefore, where required and appropriate, advance payments should be made to patients to assist them in attending their health care appointments.

**Case study 7 – use of advance payments**

Mike has non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma. He receives both Income Support and Incapacity Benefit. Although he lives in Surrey, he undergoes chemotherapy every three weeks at a central-London hospital. On at least two occasions, Mike has missed his chemotherapy appointments because he couldn’t afford the £28 return rail fare into London.

*The hospital should arrange an advance payment for Mike, as his appointments are regular and scheduled well in advance. A further benefit to the hospital is reduced DNA rates, as Mike will always be able to get to his appointments.*
On some occasions, patients may attend places of treatment that do not have cashier or cash handling functions. In these cases, PCTs should establish arrangements to make advance payments available to patients.

Where providers issue advance payments to patients, they should ensure they have a robust process in place to verify that the patient attends the appointment for which the payment has been made. This process should include checking the elements included within the verifying claims section above.

It is important that providers protect against reimbursing patients more than once for a single journey. Provider units should ensure that their systems are robust enough to mitigate against this risk.

Appeals and complaints

If a patient is unhappy with a decision to refuse reimbursement of travel costs or with the manner in which HTCS has been applied to their individual circumstances, they should be able to appeal the decision with the local provider unit or the PCT which commissions services from the provider unit.

Provider units should put in place an appropriate appeals process, and ensure that people know what that process is. Patients should be signposted to organisations that can support them in making an appeal, such as Patient Advice and Liaison Services (PALS), Citizens Advice Bureaux or local advocacy organisations.

If the patient is unhappy with the outcome of the appeal, they should be told that they can complain formally using the NHS Complaints procedures. PCTs and provider units should ensure that local arrangements and procedures for investigating complaints are in place, and conform to the requirements of guidance issued on 1 September 2006, when changes to the NHS Complaints regulations came into force. The changes were designed to make the complaints procedure clearer and easier to access for those who need it. Guidance is available through the DH website:


The Independent Complaints Advocacy Service (ICAS) provides support to people in England wishing to complain about the treatment or care they received under the NHS. ICAS delivers a free and professional support service to clients wishing to pursue a complaint about the NHS.
Financial processes

Payment responsibilities

Provider units (or PCTs in cases where providers are not NHS trusts, NHS foundation trusts or PCTs and are not making payments of travel expenses) are responsible for the administration of HTCS and the provision of payments to patients. PCTs are empowered to reimburse provider units for the payments made under the scheme for all patients resident within their districts.

NHS Trusts

HTCS is included within the Payment by Results (PbR) tariff and therefore in most cases actual reimbursement through the PCT will not be required. However, in cases where PbR is not applicable, e.g. mental health services, PCTs should ensure that local arrangements are in place for these provider units to claim reimbursement at periodic intervals.

Other NHS locations without payment facilities

PCTs should review the availability of cashier/payment facilities within its community locations. This availability of payment facilities should also be taken into account in any plans for the building of new community settings. Where the provider unit does not have the facilities to make these payments, the PCT will need to act on their behalf in making payments to patients.

GP and dental surgeries

Neither GPs nor dentists must reimburse patients’ travel costs in relation to non-primary care services provided. In these cases, the relevant PCT will need to act on behalf of the provider unit in making payments to patients.

Independent Sector Treatment Centres and private provider units

Where patients are referred to a provider unit under contract to the NHS, the private unit should make HTCS payments directly to patients where this is included within their contract – for example Independent Sector Treatment Centres under the Elective Services Agreement. Where payment of HTCS is not included within the NHS contract with the private unit, the referring NHS provider unit should pay any HTCS costs claimed by the patient. They should then seek reimbursement of these costs from the relevant PCT. Alternatively; the PCT may choose to make these payments to the patient directly.
HTCS payments made under Choice

Patients are now being offered a choice, through the extended care network, over where they receive treatment when they are referred for elective care. The patient’s home PCT is expected to bear the cost of HTCS where a patient receives treatment outside of their resident PCT. Further information on establishing payment responsibilities can be found in the document “Who Pays? Establishing the Responsible Commissioner”, a link to which is provided below:


Fraud management

Fraud in the NHS is unacceptable as it diverts resources away from patient care. It is therefore important that robust verification procedures are implemented by provider units. Only claims submitted using the HC5(T) form should be accepted. Provider units should on no account develop their own claims forms.

Should fraud be suspected, it should be reported to the local Counter Fraud Specialist or to the NHS Fraud and Corruption Reporting Line on 0800 028 40 60. All calls are dealt with in the strictest of confidence by fully trained staff.

Case study 8 – fraud

NHS Counter Fraud Services investigated a patient who submitted claims for travel between his home in Leeds to a hospital in London. The patient legitimately qualified for free travel under HTCS, but had been using his taxi driver friend to drive him to London in his own car and not with the taxi firm he worked for. Over a 5-year period, the patient claimed more than £20,000 inappropriately, including instances where he had travelled to and from London twice in one day. The taxi driver provided the patient with receipts for these journeys using his taxi firm’s details and the couple were dividing the money for themselves.

Initial assessment pinpointed weak procedures within the NHS organisation for verifying that the mode of transport was legitimate.
Publicity and information provision

PCTs should use NHS Choices and their own publications to provide practical support and information for patients, carers and clinicians to support choice.

*NHS Operating Framework: 2008/09*

Patients need to know what financial support is available to them, and how they can access it. Both PCTs and provider units should provide information to patients on the help available under HTCS, and ensure that patients receive any additional support or advice that they may need in order to make a claim, for example by signposting patients to patient organisations, support or advocacy groups.

Posters and a range of leaflets are available that can be displayed in GP surgeries, health centres and other patient areas. Annex D provides information on how to obtain copies of these.

Provider units may wish to use a range of communication methods to ensure that patients are aware of HTCS, including:

- Providing information on HTCS with appointment and admission letters;
- Using their “provider profile” on NHS Choices to highlight local arrangements relating to HTCS, including the location of the cashier’s office and its opening hours, arrangements to reimburse patients outside of these hours and local policies on mileage rates and the use of private cars and taxis;
- Providing information on HTCS on their own websites, including any local arrangements particular to that provider;
- Ensuring that the cashier’s office is clearly signposted within the unit, and that opening hours are clearly displayed alongside information on alternative arrangements for out of hours reimbursements;
- Providing information on the procedures for accessing advance payments;
- Providing information on HTCS through PALS offices and other information networks;
- Ensuring that front line staff are aware of HTCS and the procedures for reimbursement within their location;
- Holding supplies of the HC1 and HC5(T) forms;
- Publicising the availability of the form completion service provided by the NHS Business Services Authority via their customer enquiry line (0845 850 1166);
- Working with local authorities and transport providers to publicise concessionary fare arrangements and timetables.
Annex A - Quick reference guides – patient flow chart

Start here

Do you get
• Income support?
• Income based Jobseekers allowance?
• Pension Credit Guarantee Credit?

Yes

No

Are you named on an NHS tax exemption certificate?

Yes

No

Are you on a low income and named on certificate HC2 or HC3?

Yes

No

You are not entitled to reimbursement of your travel costs. If you feel you may be on a low income you may claim using form HC5(T)

Yes

Was your journey made for an appointment arranged by a doctor or dentist?

No

Was your journey made for a non-primary care test or treatment?

Yes

No

Was your test or treatment paid for by the NHS?

Yes

No

Did you undertake a separate journey from the appointment where the referral was made?

Yes

You are entitled to reimbursement of your travel costs through HTCS.

No
Annex B - Quick reference guides – cashier flow chart

Is the claimant receiving one of the qualifying benefits or allowances, named on an NHS tax exemption certificate or certificates HC2 or HC3?

Yes → Was the journey undertaken receive funded non-primary care arranged by a doctor or dentist?

Yes → Was the journey made on a separate day than when the initial appointment was arranged?

Yes → Was the claimant’s mode of travel reasonable and appropriate to their circumstances?

Yes → If the claim includes travel costs for an escort or carer, has the claimant’s GP or other healthcare professional involved in the claimant’s care confirmed their attendance is necessary?

Yes → Reimburse the travel costs in full.

No → Reimburse the equivalent public transport cost for the journey.

No → The claimant is not entitled to claim HTCS for this journey.

No → The claimant is not eligible for HTCS. If the claimant wishes to be assessed under the NHS Low Income Scheme, provide forms HC1 and HC5.

No → The claimant is not entitled to claim HTCS for this journey.
Annex C - Quick reference guides – postal claims flow chart

1. **Dental**
   - Is the patient claiming assistance for travel to dental treatments?
     - Yes
     - No

2. **Medical–NHS Hospitals**
   - Is the patient claiming for medical treatments undertaken in an NHS Hospital or provider unit?
     - Yes
     - No
       - The patient is not eligible to assistance through HTCS. NHS Business Services Authority issues a notification letter to the patient.
       - Is the patient eligible to assistance through a qualifying benefit or allowance or the NHS Low Income Scheme and was the claim received within 3 months of travel?
         - Yes
         - No

3. **Medical - Other**
   - Is the patient claiming for a medical treatment undertaken in a location without a cashier office?
     - Yes
     - No
       - The claim is approved and the form is sent to the PCT for payment.

The PCT/NHS Trust raises the payment indicated on the approved HC5(H) form and issuing this payment to the patient.
Annex D – Forms and Publicity

Provider units should ensure that they hold sufficient stocks of the following forms and leaflets.

The NHS Low Income Scheme:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Information Leaflets and Publicity Items</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC10</td>
<td>Help with health costs poster (A3 poster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Display poster for doctor and dental surgeries, pharmacies and optical premises. Also hospital pharmacies and other locations where NHS charges may be required from patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC11</td>
<td>Help with health costs (1/3 A4 leaflet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public information leaflet about help with health costs. It is usually revised annually to reflect current patient exemption arrangements. To check you have up to date copies go to <a href="http://www.dh.gov.uk">www.dh.gov.uk</a> and use the search facility to access the leaflet. (Also available in large print and as an audio CD or cassette ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC11QG</td>
<td>Quick guide to help with health costs (1/3 A4 leaflet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summarises the information in the HC11 leaflet. (Also available in large print and as an audio CD or cassette ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NHS Low Income Scheme forms</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC1</td>
<td>Low Income Scheme claim form (A4 form)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claim form for help with health costs for people on a low income. (also available in large print).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC1(SC)</td>
<td>Low Income Scheme claim form – special circumstances (A4 form)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claim form for help with health costs for people permanently in a care home and the local authority helps with the cost, and people supported by the local authority because they are aged 16 or 17 and recently left local authority care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC5(T)</td>
<td>Refund claim form (A4 form)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application for a refund of health costs except prescription charges.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further supplies of the above forms and leaflets can be obtained from the DH publications Orderline telephone – 08701 555 455. Form HC1 and HC5(T) are also available from hospitals and Jobcentre Plus offices.

http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Policyandguidance/Organisationpolicy/Financeandplanning/DH_075759
Annex E – Frequently Asked Questions

Eligibility

Q - Why aren’t people with long-term or chronic conditions such as cancer covered by HTCS?

A - HTCS is part of the NHS Low Income Scheme, set up to reduce inequitable access to health services caused by income constraints. Eligibility is based upon financial circumstances, not the patient’s condition. HTCS is only available to those people receiving certain benefits and allowances, or those who meet the criteria for the Low Income Scheme.

Patients who meet the financial eligibility criteria can claim, whether or not they have a long-term or chronic condition.

Q – What is the cut-off age for children where a parent or guardian is automatically entitled to reimbursement of travel costs as an escort?

A – It would normally be accepted that the cut-off point for a parent being required as an escort for a child attending an appointment is sixteen. However, where the referring practitioner deems that a child over sixteen requires an escort for medical reasons, the costs of the escort may be reimbursed.

Q – Are parents visiting babies in neo-natal units eligible to reimbursement through HTCS?

A – Visitors to patients are not eligible to claim under HTCS. This includes parents visiting children in neo-natal units.

Q – If a child attends an appointment alone and wishes to claim HTCS, but cannot prove their entitlement, are they eligible for HTCS?

A- To be eligible for HTCS patients should be able to prove their entitlement to the scheme, either through the receipt of a qualifying benefit or allowance, via the NHS Low Income Scheme, or as a dependent named in a benefit claim. However, in some cases due to the sensitive nature of the treatment, patients under sixteen may be unwilling or unable to involve their parents and therefore may be unable to provide proof of entitlement. In these cases, it would be up to the discretion of the referring practitioner or provider unit to decide on whether payment is appropriate. Where it is decided that a payment can be made, the provider unit may wish assume entitlement to the scheme and issue a payment.
Q – Where a patient crosses a national border for treatment are they eligible for payments through HTCS?

A – The rules for HTCS included within this guidance apply to the scheme run in England. Similar schemes are provided in Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. However some criteria may not be uniform. Where a patient receiving care crosses a border for their treatment the rules for the scheme of the country in which they are resident apply.

Payments

Q - Doesn't this take money away from patient care?

A - No. The NHS is reimbursed for patient travel costs through the Payment By Results tariff. This is the system by which hospitals are paid for the care that they undertake, meaning that money follows the patient. Where a service is not covered by the tariff, the provider will reclaim travel costs from the PCT.

Q – Where a patient attends a provider unit with payment facilities but is unable to claim reimbursement on the day of travel are they eligible to return to their place of treatment for reimbursement and claim the costs for both their journeys?

A – Where possible provider units should provide patients with access to reimbursements on the day and time of their appointment. If the provider unit is unable to provide reimbursements on site patients should claim on postal form HC5(T). However, where a provider unit has the facility to provide reimbursements on site but are unable to pay patients attending their appointments on the day of travel they should provide the option for patients to return and receive their reimbursement. Where the patient incurs unavoidable travel costs in returning to provider unit these should also be reimbursed. It would be expected that these circumstances would occur very rarely and provider units should ensure robust processes are in place to mitigate the risk of fraud in these cases. This type of reimbursement should only be made where the provider unit was responsible for the patient being unable to receive payment on their initial visit.

Q - Can people claim if they have been treated at an NHS Foundation Trust or Independent Sector Treatment Centre?

A - Yes, they should claim in the normal way. The legislation that governs the Scheme includes the same provisions for NHS Foundation Trusts as it does for NHS Trusts. Independent Sector providers are required to operate the Scheme as part of their contract. However, they may not have the facilities to repay patients in cash on the day. If this happens, patients can claim a refund using either the postal claims option, or directly from their PCT.
Patients are advised to check which method applies in their area when they attend their appointment.
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Policy Aim

The Hospital Travel Costs Scheme (HTCS) was set up in 1988 as part of the NHS Low Income Scheme, to provide financial assistance to those patients who do not have a medical need for ambulance transport, but who require assistance with their travel costs. Under HTCS, patients on low incomes or specific qualifying benefits or allowances are reimbursed in part or in full for fares incurred in travelling to traditionally hospital-based NHS services under the care of a consultant, if their journey meets certain criteria.

The policy aim is to extend the eligibility of the scheme to apply to referrals from certain Healthcare Professionals in a primary care setting. The intended effects of this change are to:

- Improve health outcomes and reduce inequalities;
- Remove a barrier to free choice for patients on low incomes;
- Ensure that patients do not forego or delay care because of financial concerns;
- Bring the Scheme in line with the change to delivering more health services in community settings.

The policy will also improve levels of awareness and take up by eligible patients, by increased promotion of the scheme, hence reducing the potential impact of travel costs as a barrier to treatment.

Population groups the policy will benefit.

The Social Exclusion Unit estimate that 1.4 million people miss, turn down or simply choose not to seek health care because of transport problems.¹ HTCS provides financial assistance to those patients who do not have a medical need for patient transport services, but who, require assistance in meeting the cost of travel to and from their care. The Departments Patient Transport Services policy provides support for patients with a medical need for transport to their healthcare.

HTCS contains means-tested eligibility criteria, with patients on qualifying benefits entitled to reimbursement. Where patients are not in receipt of a qualifying benefit they may apply to access support from the scheme through an application to the NHS Low Income Scheme. As such, HTCS aims to provide support and assistance to patients who may be disadvantaged in accessing healthcare due to their financial circumstances.

¹ White Paper – “Our Health, Our Care, Our Say”
Screening

As stated, the purpose of HTCS is to provide financial support to people on low incomes to assist them in meeting the transport costs of attending healthcare. The scheme has the potential to positively improve health outcomes and reduce inequalities by ensuring that patients on low incomes:

- Do not forego or delay their care because of financial concerns;
- Are not disadvantaged in taking up free choice.

When people need to make decisions about their health, health care and social care they are often in a situation where they feel vulnerable and anxious. Therefore, when making decisions, they need to be in a position where financial concerns are not the overarching factor in their decision-making. The scheme aims to address this issue by ensuring that patients who require financial support to enable them to attend their healthcare are not disadvantaged, and are provided with a mean of support and assistance in meeting these costs.

Consultation on the extension of HTCS

The development of the extended Hospital Travel Costs Scheme included a wide-ranging consultation process. The consultation was open to the public and used a variety of methods to gain an insight into the views of patients and the public, including in-depth interviews, surveys and a designated mailbox where interested parties could send their views.

The omnibus survey was issued to people included with social grades D and E, those most likely to be eligible to support through the scheme. Responses were received from people across different age groups and genders. The table below shows the response rates to this survey:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75+</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-White</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refused</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In receipt of Benefits</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
The focus groups and depth interviews were held with a number of “harder to reach groups” including BME groups, patients with learning disabilities, patients with physical disabilities, and older patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>London</th>
<th>Bristol/Oxfordshire</th>
<th>Yorkshire/Sheffield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discussion Groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BME group</td>
<td>BME group</td>
<td>BME group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carers</td>
<td>Carers</td>
<td>Carers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTCS Users</td>
<td>HTCS Users</td>
<td>HTCS Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Home Residents</td>
<td>Care Home Residents</td>
<td>Care Home Residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paired Depths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Person with learning disabled and their carer</td>
<td>Person with learning disabled and their carer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Older person and their carer</td>
<td>Older person and their carer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physically disabled person and their carer</td>
<td>Physically disabled person and their carer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensory impaired person and their carer</td>
<td>Sensory impaired person and their carer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person with HIV</td>
<td>Person with HIV</td>
<td>Person with HIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Person with mental health problems</td>
<td>Person with mental health problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Person with long term condition</td>
<td>Person with long term condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeless person</td>
<td>Homeless person</td>
<td>Homeless person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analysis of low income by equality group

The UK has a higher proportion of its population in relative low income than most other EU countries. This cuts across all demographic groups, however the percentage of low income households is higher within certain groups.

Race

Around two-fifths of people from ethnic minorities groups live in low income households. This is twice the rate of that of the white population. Though there are slight fluctuations this ratio holds true across all age ranges. Whilst rates have been falling for all ethnic groups, more than half of people from Bangladeshi and Pakistani ethnic backgrounds still live in low income households. Among those in working families, around 60% of Bangladeshis, 40% of Pakistanis and 30% of Black Africans are on low incomes.

Disability

Thirty percent of disabled working-age adults live in low income households, twice the rate for their non-disabled counterparts. In addition, for both full-time and part-time work, the proportion of employees with a work-limiting disability who are low paid is around ten percentage points higher than that for employees without a work-limiting disability.

Gender

Women are slightly more likely to live in low income households than men but this gap has narrowed considerably in recent years. However, single female pensioners and female lone parents are both more likely to be in low income households than their male equivalents.

Furthermore, adults aged 65-74 on below-average incomes are more likely to have a limiting longstanding illness or disability than those on above-average incomes.

Age

The proportion of children and pensioners who live in low income households has been falling. However by contrast, the proportion for working-age adults without dependent children has remained unchanged with a third of all people in low income households being made up of

---

2 Figures taken from the DWP Family resources survey
working-age adults without dependent children. Men aged 60 to 64 are more likely to be in low income than men in any other age group between 25 and 80.

Assessment of policy impact

The above statistics highlight that equality groups show a higher than average percentage of low-income households. This means that the issues that affect people on low incomes in attending their healthcare can be expected to be more prevalent in equality groups, thus increasing health inequalities.

The Healthcare Travel Costs Scheme aims to reduce these potential inequalities by providing financial reimbursement to patients on low incomes attending their care.

Ensuring equality of patient access to HTCS information

It is important to ensure that information on the scheme is available to those who need it. Information on HTCS is available through both the Department of Health and NHS Choices websites. The Prescription Pricing Authority (PPA) provides information and publications on the scheme as an element of their “Help with Health Costs” campaign. This information is available in large print and braille as well as the following languages:

- English
- Arabic
- Bengali
- Dari
- French
- Gujarati
- Hindi
- Italian
- Mandarin
- Portuguese
- Punjabi
- Somali
- Urdu

A telephone translation service is also available for patients through the PPA helpline numbers.

Monitoring of the scheme

The scheme will be run at a local level by NHS Trusts and Primary Care Trusts. It will be the responsibility of these organisations to monitor the scheme both financially and for equality impact.
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At a Departmental level the scheme will be reviewed in March 2009 to assess the impact of the revisions of the scheme. This format of this review will include assessment a number of factors of the scheme, including the financial impact on the NHS of the revisions and the impact on the take up levels of the scheme.

Review of the Screening Outcome

The consultation to develop the Hospital Travel Costs Scheme achieved a broad consensus that supports our view that there are no adverse equality impacts. The analysis of the population on low incomes highlights that the scheme will benefit patients across all equality strands.

The scheme will continue to focus on ensuring that patients with a need for financial support are not disadvantaged in attending their healthcare. The extension of the scheme will not alter the current eligibility rules but will support patients in accessing their care by ensuring that as the nature of healthcare provision shifts focus from traditional hospital based settings out into the community, patients are still able to obtain reimbursement for the cost of attending their care.
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